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SUBJECT INDEX
ABORTION
Abortion-Nature and Elements of Offenses-The Shot Heard Round the
Nation. People v. Belous, -- Cal. 2d-, 458 P.2d 194, 80 Cal. Rptr. 3545 (1969).
William E. Sherman 46:249 W '70.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
Judicial Review of Agency's Determination of Fact in North Dakota. Lynn
Crooks 40:292 July '64.
Observations on the Constitutional Position of the Federal Reserve Board.
Arthur S. Miller 40:231 July '64.
Revocation of a Common Carrier Certificate. Fargo Freight Truck v. North
Dakota Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 129 N.W.2d 368 (N.D. 1964) 41:246 Jan. '65.
ADMISSIBILITY
Constitutional Law-Due Process of Law-Rules of Evidence-Admissibility
of Illegally Seized Evidence. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961) Dennis L. Thomte
38:117-119 Jan. '62.
ADOPTION
Equitable Adoption and the Contract to Adopt. David R. Bossart 40:184
April '64.
AGRICULTURE
Intra-Family Land Transfers. James P. White 39:283 July '63.
Agriculture-Dairy Products-Unfair Discrimination in Sale. 43:405 W '67.
Agricultural Cooperatives and the Search for Parity-A Confrontation with
the Antitrust Laws. Bruce E. Bohlman 44:525 S '68.
An Analysis of House Bill 782: The Latest Attempt to Repeal North Dakota's
Ban on Corporation Farming. Neil Fleming 41:255 W '68.
Antitrust and Agricultural Cooperatives-Collective Bargaining in the Sale
of Agricultural Commodities. L. Gene Lemon 44:505 S '68.
Irrigation in North Dakota Through Garrison Diversion: An Institutional
Overview. Robert E. Beck and Richard A. Newgren 44:465 S '68.
The Farm Cooperative and the Federal Income Tax. Garry Pearson 44:490
S '68.
The War Against Hunger. Rep. Hamilton 44:449 S '68.
ANIMALS
Animals-Action for Damages-Recovery for Depredations of Bull Negli-
gently Allowed to Run at Large. Bly v. McAllister, 364 P.2d 500 (Wash. 1961)
Maurice R. Hunke 38:344-346 April '62.
SUBJECT INDEX
ANTI-TRUST
The Role of Antitrust Law in Railroad Mergers-A Case Study: The Great
Northern and Northern Pacific Merger. Neil McEwen 41:40 Nov. '64.
APPROPRIATIONS
State-Contingency Fund-Allocation of Funds Therefrom to Aid in Emer-
gencies. 43:397 W '67.
State-Public Moneys-Highway Funds. 43:400 W '67.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Digest of Attorney General's Opinions. 47:133 F. '70; 47:349 W. '71; 47:553 S '71.
AUTOMOBILES
Automobiles-License and Regulation of Chauffeurs or Operators-Invalidity
of Arrest as Bar to Revocation Under Implied Consent Statute. Colling v.
Hjelle, 125 NW.2d 453 (N.D. 1964) Leland Hagen 40:200 April '64.
Guest Statute. Holcomb v. Striebel, 133 NW.2d 435 (N.D. 1965) 42:46 Nov.,
'65.
Operator's License. Gregoryk v. Safety Responsibility Division, 131 N.W.
2d 97 (N.D. 1964) 42:46 Nov. '65.
BANKS AND BANKING
Banks Holding Companies. Robert W. Kinsey 44:65 F '67.
BAR ASSOCIATION
Attorney and Client-Bar Association-Constitutionality of the Integrated Bar.
Lathrop v. Donohue 867 U.S. 820 (1961) George R. Lawrence 38:115-117 Jan. '62.
1962 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 38:625-709 Oct. '62.
1963 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 39:485 Oct. '63.
1964 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 41:68 Nov. '64.
Economic Survey of the State Bar of North Dakota. 42:256 Jan. '66.
1965 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 42:76 Nov. '65.
1966 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 43:137 F '66.
1967 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 44:65 F '67.
1968 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 45:114 F '68.
1969 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 46:117 F '69.
1970 Proceedings of the State Bar Association. 47:137 F '70.
BASTARDY
Bastardy-Presumption of Legitimacy-Sufficiency-Exclusionary Blood Tests.
Crouse v. Crouse, 273 N.Y.S. 2d 595, Earle Myers 43:801 S '67.
Charitable Organizations-License to Solicit-Business as a Charitable Organi-
zation. 43:399 W '67.
CITIES AND VILLAGES
Towards Home Rule for North Dakota Cities. A. B. Villanueva 42:164 Jan. '66.
Cities land Villages-Powers-Providing Police and Fire Protection Beyond
City Limits. 43:398 W '67.
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CIVIL PROCEDURE
Appeal of Order on Motion to Dismiss. City of Minot v. Minot Highway
Center, Inc., 120 N.W.2d 597 (N.D. 1963) 41:247 Jan. '65. Nordenstrom v. Swedberg,
123 N.W.2d 285 (N.D. 1963) 41:247 Jan. '65.
Change of Venue. Barkman v. Quam, 123 N.W.2d 824 (N.D. 1963) 41:248.
Jan. '65.
Motion to Remand to County Court to Perfect Appeal. In re Fettig's Estate,
129 N.W.2d 823 (N.D. 1964) 41:249 Jan. '65.
Undertaking on Appeal does not Confer Jurisdiction. In re Guardianship of
Frank, 128 N.W.2d 355 (N.D. 1964) 41:248 Jan. '65.
New Trial as to one or More Co-Parties. Regent Coop. Equity Exch. v.
Johnston's Fuel Lines, 130 N.W.2d 165 (N.D. 1964) 42:49 Nov. '65.
A Single Act Statute for North Dakota. Adlai W. Brink 43:299 W '67.
The Dakota Civil Code: Notes for an Uncelebrated Centennial. William B.
Fisch 43:485 Sp. '67.
The Dakota Civil Code: More Notes for an Urncelebrated Centennial. William
B. Fisch 45:9 F '68.
Forgotten Ideas About Motions. Leonard H. Bucklin 46:203 W '70.
I Object! Hon. Ralph B. Maxwell 46:203 W '70.
Thoughts on Ways of Expediting the Work of Our Supreme Court. Ralph
J. Erickstad 46:409 S '70.
COMMERCIAL LAW
Conditional Sales-Foreclosure. Massey-Ferguson, Inc. v. Pfeiffle, 124 N.W.2d
369 (N.D. 1963) 41:250 Jan. '65.
Construction Contracts. Delzer Constr. Co. v. New Marian Homes Corp.,
117 N.W.2d 851 (N.D. 1962) 41:252. Jan. '65. Aim Constr. Co v. Vertin, 118
N.W.2d 737 (N.D. 1962) 41:253 Jan. '65.
Rescission. American Life & Casualty Ins. Co. v. Otis Hann Co., 124 N.W.2d
830 (N.D. 1963) 41:250. Jan. '65. Hummel v. Kranz, 126 N.W.2d 786 (N.D. 1964)
41:251 Jan. '65.
Sales-Blood Transfusions-Implied Warranties Under the Uniform Commer-
cial Code. Carter v. Inter-Faith Hospital of Queens, 60 Misc. 2d 793, 304 N.Y.S.2d
97 (Sup. Ct. 1969). Robert A. Keogh 46:367 S '70.
COMMERCE
The Development of Economic Regulation: Historical Roots and Economic
Bases. David C. Nelson 42:331 Mar. '66.
Introduction: The Export-Import Bank. Lynn U. Stambaugh 42:306 Mar. '66.
The Export Insurance and Guaranty Program of the Export-Import Bank.
Harrison S. Howes 42:310 Mar. '66.
CONFLICT OF LAWS
Conflict of Laws-Wrongful Death Recovery Under Federal Tort Claims Act-
Conflict of Laws Rule Applies as Well as Internal Law of Place of Negligence.
Richards v. United States, 369 U.S. 1 (1962) Gerald F. Johansen 38:603-606
Oct. '62.
Seminar-The Marriage Relationship irn the Conflict of Laws. The Validity
of a Marriage Under the Conflict of Laws. J. Phillip Johnson: Conflict of Laws
564
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Relating to Divorce. Charles R. Huddleson: Marital Property and the Conflict
of Laws. Kenneth M. Brown 38:442-485 July '62.
Conflict of Laws-Husband and Wife-Interspousal Immunity Determined
According to Law of Domicile. Thompson v. Thompson, 193 A.2d 439 (N.H. 1963)
Larry Kraft 40:214 April '64.
Automobiles-What Law Governs-An Abrogation of Lex Loci Delecti in
Conflict of Laws. Kopp v. Rechtzigel, 141 N.W.2d 526 (Minn. 1966) Sal Martoche
43:356 W '67.
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION
Conscientious Objection. Henry F. Rompage 47:99 F '70.
CONSPIRACY
Conspiracy-Criminal Responsibility-Offenses-Guilty Plea of One Conspirator
as Affected by Acquittal of all other Conspirators. Eyman v. Deutch, 373 P.2d
716 (Ariz. 1962) Paul M. Beeks 39:116 Jan. '63.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Constitutional Law-Due Process-Right to Counsel. Gideon v. Wainwright,
83 Sup. Ct. 792 (1963) Gene Lebrun 39:243 April '63.
"Prurient Interest" as a Guide to the State Courts. James Eissinger 39:308
July '63.
Reasonable Searches. Paul C. Matthews 39:155 April '63.
Unreasonable Searches and Seizures-Constitutional Rights-Retroactive Ap-
plication of Mapp v. Ohio. Hall v. Warden, Maryland Penitentiary, 313 F.2d 483
(4th Cir. 1963) Neil A. McEwen 39:360 July '63.
Allocation of Funds by Emergency Commission. Backman v. Guy, 126 N.W.2d
910 (N.D. 1964) 41:255 Jan. '65.
Armed Services-Deferments and Exemptions-Conscientious Objectors-Con-
stitutionali-ty of "Supreme Being" requirement. United States v. Seeger, 326 F.2d
846 (2d Cir. 1964); Robert Wheeler 40:336 July '64.
Citizens-Expatiiation-Denationalization of Naturalized Citizens for Continu-
ous Foreign Residence. Schneider v. Rusk, 84 Sup. Ct. 1187 (1964) Peter Quist
41:56 Nov. '64.
The Constitutionality of Anti-Trading Stamp Legislation. Thomas F. Kelsch
41:363 March '65.
The Constitutionality of De Facto School Segregation. Alan Grindberg 41:346
March '65.
Constitutional Law-Due Process-Jury Determination of Voluntariness of
Confession. Jackson v. Denno, 84 Sup. Ct. 1774 (1964) Jerome Jaynes 41:211 Jan.
'65.
Decision Without Power-The Dilemma of the Supreme Court. Jerome Barron
40:57 Jan. '64.
Doctrine of Abstention on Remand from Federal Court. State ex rel Paulson
v. Meier, 127 N.W.2d 665 (N.D. 1964) 41:256 Jan. '65.
Mental Health-Care and Support of Disordered Persons-Liability of Rela-
tives-Equal Protection. Dept. of Mental Hygiene v. Kirchner, 63 Cal. Rptr. 488,
388 P.2d 720 (1964) Lynn Crooks 40:202 April '64.
Reasonable Classification in Hunting Licenses. State v. Miller, 129 N.W. 2d
356 (N.D. 1964) 41:254 Jan. '65.
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Review of Petitions for Referendum. Shore v. Meier, 122 N.W.2d 566 (N.D.
1963) 41:256 Jan. '65.
Revising the North Dakota State Constitution. Mitchell I. Olson 41:196 Jan. '65.
Witnesses-Privilege of Witness-Privilege Against Self-Incrimination. Murphy
v. Waterfront Comm'n of N.Y. Harbor, 84 Sup. Ct. 1594 (1964) Lynn E. Crooks
41:208 Jan. '65.
Attorney and Client-Constitutional Law-Attorney's Fifth Amendment Right
to Just Compensation for Defending Indigent Client. Dillon v. United States,
230 F. Supp. 487, (D. Ore. 1964); United States v. Dillon, 346 F.2d 633 (9th Cir.
1965) Ronald Schwartz 42:55 Nov. '65.
A New Era for Privacy. Harrel R. Rodgers, Jr. 43:253 W '67.
Education in the Federal-State Structure of Government. Newton Edwards
43:711 S '67.
Governmental Aid to Church-Affiliated Colleges: An Analysis of a Possible
Answer to Constitutional Question. Robert P. Davidow 43:659 S '67.
Loyalty and the First Amendment-A Concept Emerges. James E. Leahy
43:53 F'66.
Mrs. Frothingham and Federal Aid to Church Schools. Senator Sam Ervin
43:691 S '67.
Wholesome Neutrality: Law and Education. Joseph F. Costanzo, S.J. 43:605
S '67.
Constitutional Law-United States-Desecration of the Flag. People v. Radich,
279 N.Y.S.2d 680 (1967) 44:425 S '68.
The Juvenile and the Court: A Continuing Dialogue. James P. White 44:211
W '68.
The Liberty Amendment. Gerald J. Haga 44:393 S '68.
Constitutional Law-Motor Vehicle Statutes-Motorcyclists' Protective Head-
gear. American Motorcycle Assn. v. Davids, -Mich.-, 158 N.W.2d 72 (1968)
John C. Lervick 45:295 W '69.
An Old Man's Problems. Dale Evavold 46:343 S '70.
Obscenity-Protection of Speech-Necessity of -Hearing to Determine Obscen-
ity Prior to Seizure of Property. Tyrone, Inc. V. Wilkinson, 410 F.2d 639 (4th Cir.
1969) Dwight F. Kalash 46:257 W '70.
Religion-Constitutional Law-Freedom of Religion. Founding Church of Sci-
entology v. United States, 409 F.2d 1146 (D.C. Cir. 1969). Henry F. Rompage
46:263 W '70.
The Expulsion Powers of Congress; Justiciable or Not. Terry C. Holter
46:357 S '70.
CONTEMPT
Contempt-Direct Contempt-Right of the Court to Punish Summarily. United
States v. Galante and Mirra, 298 F.2d 72 (2d Cir. 1962) Conrad Greicar 38:606-608
Oct. '62.
Contempt-Contempt of Court by Publication-Intent as an Element of Con-
tempt. People v. Post Standard Co., 13 N.Y.2d 185, 195 N.E.2d 48 (1963) Alan
Grindberg 40:207 April '64.
Civil and Criminal Contempt. The Honorable William A. Keller 43:244 W '67.
Contempt by Publication: The Press. Arthur E. Sutherland 43:250 W '67.
Problems in Contempt. The Honorable Eugene A. Burdick 43:237 W '67.




Import of the Uniform Commercial Code on the Law of Contracts. Ross C.
Tisdale 39:7 Jan. '63.
Consideration. Keen v. Larson, 132 N.W.2d 350 (N.D. 1965) 42:47 Nov. '65.
CONTRACTORS
Problems of Contractors and Their Carriers. Mart Vogel 44:201 W '68.
CONVEYANCES
Effect of Transfer of Solvency. H. A. Thompson & Sons, Inc. v. Hahn, 135
N.W.2d 166 (N.D. 1965) 42:47 Nov. '65.
COOPERATIVES
Cooperatives-Grazing Associations-Capacity to Hold Title 43:391 W '67.
CORPORATIONS
Legal Considerations Governing Dividend Payments in North Dakota. Fred-
erick F. Plankey 39:94 Jan. '63.
Squeezing Out Minority Close Corporations Shareholders in North Dakota.
A. William Lucas 39:230 April '63.
Subchapter S Corporations. Gene N. Lebrun 39:341 July '63.
The North Dakota Anti-Corporate Farming Act: A Dissenting Opinion. James
H. O'Keefe 41:333 March '65.
The Professional Corporation. Garry A. Pearson 41:309 March '65.
Guidelines for Advising a Small Close Corporation in North Dakota. Mitchel
L. Olson 42:7 Nov. '65.
Present Guidelines for Conglomerate Mergers. Larry Bakken 44:201 W '68.
The Thin Corporate Line; Loss of Limited Liability Protection. James R.
Gillespie 45:363 S '69.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
County Commissioners-Purchase of Depreciation Insurance. 43:406 W '67.
COURTS
The Court of Appeal of England and the Supreme Court of North Dakota:
A Psychological Comparison. John H. Crabb 38:554-562 Oct. '62.
Foreign Jurisdictions Cited in Decisions of the Supreme Court of North
Dakota. A. William Lucas 39:230 April '63.
Courts-Overruling of Previous Decisions-Effect. Lloyd v. Gutgsell, 175 Neb.
775, 124 N.W.2d 198 (1963) Donald R. Holloway 40:205 April '64.
Pattern Jury Instructions. Richard Boardman 40:164 April '64.
CREDITORS' RIGHTS
Joint Tenancy: Some Thoughts on Creditors' Rights. Robert Holte and Tom
Allison 47:109 F '70.
CRIMINAL LAW
Criminal Law-Coram Nobis-Availability for Review of Error Appearing
NORTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW
on Record. People v. Codarre, 179 N.E.2d 475 (N.Y. 1961) Larry Kraft 38:522-534
July '62.
Criminal Law-Alibi-Affirmative Defense in Iowa. State v. Stump, 119 N.W.2d
210 (Iowa 1963) Richard Boardman 39:246 April '63.
Criminal Law-Former Jeopardy-Discharge of the Jury Because of the
Absence of a 'Material Prosecution Witness. Dowrum v. United States, 83 Sup.
Ct. 1033 (1963) Gordon W. Schnell 39:355 July '63.
Homicide-Felony4Murder Rule-Co-Felon Killed by Robbery Victim. David
J. Landberg. People v. Austin, 370 Mich. 12, 120 N.W. 2d 766 (1963) 39:469 Oct. '63.
Consequences of Non-Jury Trial. City of Minot v. Spence, 123 N.W.2d 836
(N.D. 1963) 41:259 Jan. '65.
Criminal Law-Rape-Mistake of Age as a Defense. People v. Hernandez,
39 Cal. Rptr. 361, 393 P.2d 673 (1964) Richard Wall 41:59 Nov. '64.
Criminal Law-Right of Defendant to Review-Defendant's Right to Appeal
Following Unsuccessful Application for Parole. State v. Irish, 393 P.2d 1015
(Kan. 1964) Edwin Odland 41:54 Nov. '64.
Earnings Received from Prostitution. State v. Govan, 123 N.W.2d 110 (N.D.
1963) 41:285 Jan. '65.
Execution of Health Warrants. State v. Govan, 123 N.W.2d 110 (N.D. 1963)
41:258 Jan. '65.
Falsification of Vote Canvass. State v. Krueger, 124 N.W.2d 468 (N.D. 1963)
41:260 Jan. '65.
Invalid Arrest Bars Implied Consent Statute. Colling v. Hjelle, 125 N.W.2d
453 (N.D. 1963) 41:260 Jan. '65.
Opinion Testimony. State v. Carroll, 123 N.W.2d 659 (N.D. 1963) 41:258 Jan. '65.
The Psychologist in Criminal Proceedings. Glenn Dill 40:173 April '64.
Replacement of Indictment and Information with Complaint. State v. Buehler,
125 N.W.2d 155 (N.D. 1963) 41:259 Jan. '65.
Right to Counsel. State v. O'Neill, 117 N.W.2d 857 (N.D. 1962) 41:257 Jan. '65.
Criminal Law-New Trial-Misconduct of Jury. Troglen v. State, 392 S.W.2d
925 (Tenn. 1965) Richard Wall 42:59 Nov. '65.
Criminal Law-Setting Aside Judgment-Minor's Capacity to Waive Consti-
tutional Right to Counsel. Meeks v. State, 396 S.W.2d 306 (Ark. 1965) Carlton
J. Hunke 42:375 Mar. '66.
Criminal Law-Admissions by Accused-Tacit Admission by Silence. Com-
monwealth v. Cavell, 207 Pa. Super. 274, 217 A.2d 824 (1966) Dennis A. Schneider
43:361 W '67.
Criminal Law-Cruel and Unusual Punishment-Imprisonment of Chronic Al-
coholic. People v. Hoy, 143 N.W.2d 577 (Mich. 1966) Richard G. Peterson 43:251
Sp. '67.
Criminal Law-Infants-Jurisdictional Determination of a Teenage Offender.
Foster v. State, 400 S.W.2d 552 (Tex. 1966) John C. Golden 43:351 W '67.
Criminal Law-Habeas Corpus-Device to Attack Future Sentences not Pres-
ently Affecting a Prisoner's Considerations for Parole. Rowe v. Peyton, 383 F.2d
709 (4th Cir. 1967) 44:312 S '68.
Criminal Law-Change of Venue-Right of Misdemeanant to Change of Venue.
State v. Groppi, 164 N.W.2d 266 (Wis. 1969). Terry M. Anderson 46:99 F '69.
Chimel. Duane R. Nedrud 46:401 S '70.
Criminal Law-Defenses-Entrapment. Commonwealth v. Harvard, 253 N.E.
2d 346 (Mass. 1969). Steven L. Wood 46:475 S '70.
Criminal Law-Right t9 Covnsel-Municipal Ordinance Violators. John C.
Lervick 46:374 S '70,
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Reform of the Public Intoxication Law: North Dakota Style. Robert M.
Senander 46:239 W '70.
The Lawyer's Role in a Criminal Tax Evasion or Fraud Case Prior to Indict-
ment. Carlton J. Hunke 46:9 F '69.
Criminal Law-Sale of Marijuana-Liability of Agents. State v. Dwyer, 172
N.W.2d 591 (N.D. 1969) Mark Thomason 47:129 Fall '70.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Indictment and Information-Videlicet-Will Use of Videlicet Dispense with
Necessity of Strictly Proving Averment Made Thereunder? State v. Sudrala,
116 N.W.2d 243 (S.D. 1962) Maurice R. Hunke 39:120 Jan. '63.
CUSTODY
Religion in Custody Proceedings. Benard Haugen and Orlin Backes 38:87-102
Jan. '62.
DAMAGES
Damages-Mental Suffering-Recovery of Damages for Mental Anguish Cause
by Breach of Contract. Seidenbach's Inc. v. Williams, 361 P.2d 185 (Okla. 1961)
C. Laurel Birdsall 38:119-120 Jan. '62.
Coverage of Punitive Damages by a Liability Insurance Policy. R. Jon
Fitzner 39:332 July '63.
Damages-Injuries to the Person-Impairment of Earning Capacity-Collat-
eral Source Rule. Bell v. Primeau, 104 N.H. 227, 183 A.2d 729 (1962) Maurice
E. Cook 39:248 April '63.
Damages Recoverable for Wrongful Death of Minor Children. Richard G.
Mann 39:198 April '63.
General Damages for Pain and Suffering in a Personal Tort Action. Ronald
Schmidt 39:80 Jan. '63.
Per Diem Arguments in Personal Injury Cases. Miklos L. Lonkay 39:209
April '63.
Negligence-Damages-Fear for Third Person's Safety. Amaya v. Home Ice,
Fuel Aid Supply Co., 29 Cal. Rptr. 33, 379 P.2d 513 (Call. 1963) Lynn Garrett
39:467 Oct. '63.
The Abolition of Tort Liability for Negligence for Acts Not Entered into
for Profit. James T. Brennan 42:408 May '66.
Appellate Courts and the Quest for Just Compensation: Additur and Remit-
titur. Francis Conklin 42:397 May '66.
Damages-Growing Crops-vleasure of Damages for Injury to Growing Crops.
Solis v. County of Contra Costa, 60 Cal. Rptr. 99 (Ct. App. 1967) 44:572 S '68.
DEATH
Death-Distribution of Amount Recovered-Reasonable Compensation for Pain
and Suffering. French v. Mitchell, 140 N.W.2d 426 (Mich. 1966) Marianne Munson
Milloy 43:114 F '66.
DISCOVERY
Evidence-Discovery Against the Government-Governmental Privilege to
Withhold the Contents of Official Documents. In re Zuckert, 28 F.R.D. 29 (1961)
,Miklos L. Lonkai 38:120-123 Jan. '62.
Pre-Trial Discovery of Liability Insurance Policy Limits. Gerald F. Johansen
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39: 107 Jan. '63.
Doctrine of Discovery in Criminal Procedure. David Daggett 43:333 W '67.
DIVORCE
Divorce-Defenses-Condonation-The Importance of Forgiveness. Seiferth v.
Seiferth, 132 So. 2d 471 (Fla. 1961) Paul A. Muehler 38:354-356 April '62.
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Alimony. Schriock v. Schriock, 128 N.W.2d 852 (N.D. 1964) 41:264 Jan. '65.
Richter v. Richter, 126 N.W.2d 634 (N.D. 1964) 41:265 Jan '65. Albrecht v. Albrecht,
120 N.W.2d 165 (N.D. 1963) 41:265 Jan. '65.
Artificial Insemination-Problem Child of the Law. David T. DeMars 40:89
Jan. '64.
Child Support and Custody. Kucera v. Kucera, 117 N.W.2d 810 (N.D. 1962)
41:263 Jan. '65.
Division of Property. Savelkoul v. Savelkoul, 119 N.W. 2d 110 (N.D. 1962)
41:262 Jan. '65. Cosgriff v. Cosgriff, 126 N.W.2d 131 (N.D. 1964) 41:262 Jan. '65.
Divorce. Slade v. Slade, 122 N.W.2d 160 (N.D. 1963) 41:261 Jan. '65. Kucera v.
Kucera, 117 N.W.2d 810 (N.D. 1962) 41:262 Jan. '65.
Family Courts in North Dakota. Dale Evavold 45:281 W '69.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY
Criminal Law-Former Jeopardy-Discharge of The Jury Because of the
Absence of a Material Prosecution Witness. Donum v. United States, 83 Sup.
Ct. 1033 (1963) Gordon W. Schnell 39:355 July '63.
DUE PROCESS OF LAW
Constitutional Law-Due Process-Hearing Before Expulsion from State Sup-
ported College. Dixon v. Alabama State Board of Education, 294 F.2d 150 (5th
Cir. 1961) Dennis L. Thomte 38:346-348 April '62.
ECONOMICS
Poverty's Other Exit. Louis 0. Kelso 41:147 Jan. '65.
ELECTIONS
Officers-Eligibility and Qualification-Legislator Creating Office or Increas-
ing Emoluments. Shields v. Toronto, 395 P.2d 829 (Utah 1964) Scott Anderson
41:214 Jan. '65.
EMINENT DOMAIN
Eminent Domain-Compensation-State Acquisition of Land Previously De-
voted to a Public Use. State v. Salt Lake City Pubilc Board of Education,
368 P.2d 468 (Utah 1962) Benny A. Graff 38:524-527 July '62.
Public Needs and Private Rights: Eminent Domain and Land Condemnation
in North Dakota. James P. White and James D. Schlosser 38:36-59 Jan. '62.
Eminent Domain-Effects of (Airplane) Noise and Vibration-Necessity of
Overflights for Fifth Amendment Taking. United States v. Leavetl, 234 F. Supp.
734 (E.D.S.C. 1964) Donald H. Leonard 41:374 March '65.
Eminent Domain-Regulations Relating to Highways and Streets--Compen-
sation for Loss of Access. State v. Danfelser, 348 P.2d 241 (N.M. 1963) Duane
SUBJECT INDEX
Breitling 40:102 Jan. '64.
Joinder of Parties. Borchelt v. Wentz, 123 N.W.2d 831 (N.D. 1963) 41:280
Jan. '65.
Jury Instructions in Eminent Domain Cases. W. C. Lynch 41:495 May '65.
Loss of Ingress 'and Egress. Chandler v. Hjelle, 126 N.W.2d 141 (N.D. 1964)
41:280 Jan. '65.
Urban Redevelopment to Further Aesthetic Considerations: The Changing
Constitutional Concepts of Police Power and Eminent Domain. W. Paul Gormley
41:316 March '65.
Constitutional Law-Eminent Domain-Value of the Right to Transfer a Crop
Allotment. United States v. Citrus Valley Farms, Inc., 350 F.2d 683 (9th Cir. 1965)
Oscar Sorlie 42:454 May '66.
Eminent Domain-Acts Constituting the Exercise of Powers of Eminent
Domain-Validity of Amortization of Nonconforming Uses. Hoffman v. Kinealy,
398 S.W.2d 745 (Mo. 1965) Robert Stroup 42:245 Jan. '66.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
An Institutional Overview of the North Dakota State Water Commission:
Its Operation and Setting. Dean F. Bard and Robert E. Beck 46:31 F '69.
The Peril of Air Pollution in North Dakota. Thomas L. Zimney 46:217 W '70.
ESTATE AND 'GIFT TAXES
Taxation-Internal Revenue-Transfers Made in Contemplation of Death. In
re Boyd, 192 F. Supp. 244 (E.D. Ky. 1961) Darrell T. O'Connell 38:131-133 Jan. '62.
Planning a North Dakota Estate. Thomas A. Wentz 39:395 Oct. '63.
The Pour Over As an Estate Planning Device-And Its Availability in North
Dakota. Richard H. Elwood 39:219 April '63.
Use of Private Annuity for Estate Planning. John Hendrickson, Jr. 39:457
Oct. '63.
ESTATES AND TRUSTS
Deadman's Statute. Hruby v. Romanick, 128 N.W.2d 106 (N.D. 1964) 41:266
Jan. '65.
Joint Wills. Hagen v. Schluchter, 126 N.W.2d 899 (N.D. 1964) 41:266 Jan. '65
EVIDENCE
Evidence-Competency of Experts-Effects of Disclaimer by the Witness.
State v Perly, 118 N.W.2d 99. (S.D. 1962) R. Jon Fitzner 39:118 Jan. '63.
Negligence-Evidence-Admissibility of Prior Accidents to Show Notice or
Knowledge of Damages. Eldorado Club, Inc. v. Graff, 377 P.2d 174 (Nev. 1962)
Paul Crary 39:353 July '63.
Attorney Client Privilege. In re Graf's Estate, 119 N.W.2d 478 (N.D. 1963)
41:267 Jan. '65.
Evidence-Searches and Seizures-Admissibility in Civil Case When Illegally
Obtained by Private Person. Sackler v. Sackler, 14 N.Y.2d 40, 203 N.E.2d 481
(1964) Wayne 0. Solberg 41:559 May '65.
Photographs as Demonstrative Evidence in the Court Room. Lester Ketterling
40:192 April '64.
Wrongful Death Action, Sufficiency of Evidence. Grenz v. Werre, 129 N.W.2d
681 (N.D. 1964) 41:268 Jan. '65.
NORTH DAKOTA LAW REVIEW
Can Rules of Evidence be Codified? Lester V. Orfield 42:13 Nov. '65.
Evidence-Admissibility of a Declaration Against Penal Interest-Sufficiency
of Trustworthiness. Dieke v. The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, 415
P.2d 145 (Ariz. 1966) Ronald F. Schwartz 43:124 F '66.
Witnesses-Competency-Waiver of Privilege of Communication to or Infor-
mation Acquired by Physician. Dennis W. Schurman 46:471 S '70.
EXTRADITION
Some Problems and Aspects of Interstate Extradition. Kirmit Edward Bye
38:322-333 April '62.
FALSE IMPRISONMENT
False Imprisonment-Mitigation of Damages-Admissibility of Reputation Evi-
dence. Price v. Phillips, 90 N.J. Super. 480, 218 A.2d 167 (1966) Bruce Bohlman
43:554 Sp. '67.
FEDERAL CIVIL PROCEDURE
Federal Civil Procedure-Fees and Costs-Witness Fees-Rejection of 100
Mile Rule for Taxing Travel Costs. Farmer v. Arabian American Oil Co.,
324 F.2d 359 (2d Cir. 1963) Robert Wheeler 40:209 April '64.
Federal Civil Procedure-Newly Discovered Evidence-Diligence Required
in Order to Obtain New Trial. Plisca v. Union R.R., 370 F.2d 15 (3rd Cir. 1967)
44:272 W '68.
FEDERAL EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY ACT
The Ten Most Important Cases Under the Federal Employers' Liability Act.
William H. DeParcq 44:7 F '67.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
"Prurient Interest" as a Guide to the State Courts. James Eissinger 39:308
July '63.
Fair Trial-Free Press: Problems and Progress. Hon Ralph P. Maxwell
47:515 May '71.
GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY AND LIABILITY
Recent Developments in Sovereign Immunity of the Federal Government
from State and Local Taxes. Lt. Col. Robert 0. Rollman 38:26-35 Jan. '62.
Some Recent Trends in State Liability For Tort. Francis Briedenbach 38:7-25
Jan. '62.
Stare Decisis-Sovereign Immunity-Prospective Overruling. Spanel v. Mound
View School Dist. No. 621, 118 N.W.2d 795 (Minn. 1962) R. Lee Hamilton 39:252
April '63.
HABEAS CORPUS
Habeas Corpus-Exhaustion of Remedies-Failure to Appeal as a Bar to
Federal Habeas Corpus for State Prisoners. Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391 (1963)
Leland Hagen 40:107 Jan. '64.
The Indigent Prisoner's New Hope: The Old Writ of Habeas Corpus and the
Right to Counsel. Walter A. Rafalko 42:168 Jan. '66.
SUBJECT INDEX
Habeas Corpus: Jurisdiction of Federal District Courts. Barry T. Olson
47:521 May '71.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Health and Safety-Nuisance-Abatement by Removal of a Building. 43:405
W '67.
HOMICIDE
Homicide-Manslaughter-Casual Connection Between Act and Death Under
Misdemeanor-Manslaughter Rule. People v. Marshall, 106 N.W.2d 842 (Mich. 1961)
Mark J. Butz 38:127-128 Jan. '62.
HUSBAND AND WIFE
Husband and Wife-Woman's Action for Loss of Consortium-Discrimination
on Basis of Sex. Moran v. Quality Aluminum Casting Co., 34 Wis.2d 542, 150
N.W.2d 137 (1967) 44:276 W '68.
IMPLIED WARRANTY
Implied Warranty-Privity Requirement 43:376 W '67.
INCOME TAX
North Dakota Income Tax-Its Application and Procedure. Frederick F.
Plankey and Paul M. Beeks 38:75-86 Jan. '62.
Internal Revenue-Income Tax-Business or Non-Business Bad Debts-Scope
of "Trade or Business." Trent v. C.I.R., 291 F.2d 669 (2d Cir. 1961) Maurice E.-
Cook 39:121 Jan. '63.
INDIANS
Conflict and Injustice: A Discussion of Francis Paul Prucka's "American
Indian Policy in the Formative Years." John Phillip Reed 39:50 Jan. '63.
Indians-Crimes by Indians out of Indian Country or Reservation-Jurisdiction
of State to Arrest Indian on the Reservation. Fournier v. Roed, 161 N.W.2d
458 (N.D. 1968) and I. D. Sol. Mem. Op. M-36717 (Dec. 22, 1967). Bruce E. Bohlman
45:430 S '69.
The Congressional Mandate and the Indian Claims Commission. John T.
Vance 45:325 S '69.
Title II of the 1968 Civil Rights Act: An Indian Bill of Rights. Arthur Lazarus,
Jr. 45:337 S '69.
Marriage and Divorce for the Devils Lake Indian Reservation. David V.
Opland 47:317 W '71.
INDICTMENT AND INFORMATION
Indictment and Information-Videlicet-Will Use of Videlicet Dispense with
Necessity of Strictly Proving Averment made thereunder? State v. Sundrala,
116 N.W.2d 243 (S.D. 1962) Maurice R. Hunke 39:120 Jan. '63.
INFANTS
Infants Disaffirmance of a Contract: Methods of Handling the Resulting
Injustice. Mary Sullivan 43:89 F '66.
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Settlement of Personal Injury Claims of Children. Leonard Bucklin 44:52
F '67.
INSANITY
Criminal Law-Insanity-The Test of Criminal Responsibility and the Burden
of Proof in Jury Instructions. Blocker v. United States, 288 F.2d 853 (D.C. Cir.
1961) Ronald G. Schmidt 38:349-352 April '62.
INSURANCE
An Insurance Agent Qualification Law for North Dakota? Dennis F. Reinmuth
38:409-422 July '62.
Insurance-Binding Slips or Memoranda-Their Effectiveness as Temporary
or Interim Insurance. The Nat'l. Life and Acc. Ins. Co. v. Baker, 354 S.W.2d 1
(Ark. 1962) R. Jon Fitzner 38:527-529 July '62.
Insurance-Extent of Loss and Liability of Insurer-Defense of Actions. Na-
tional Indemnity Co. v. Simmons, 230 Md. 234, 186 A.2d 595 (1962) Peter A. Quist
39:362 July '63.
Insurance-Suicide-Insurer Has to Prove Suicide More Probable Than Any
Other Theory. Bill v. Farm Bureau Life Ins. Co., 119 N.W.2d 768 (Iowa 1963)
Larry Kraft 39:250 April '63.
Pre-Trial Discovery of Liability Insurance Policy Limits. Gerald F. Johansen
39:107 Jan. '63.
Agent-Principal Notice a Question of Fact. Lindlauf v. Northern Founders
Ins. Co., 130 N.W.2d 86 (N.D. 1964) 41:271 Jan. '65.
Automatic Insurance Clause. Adams v. Bartel, 129 N.W.2d 755 (N.D. 1964)
41:269 Jan. '65.
Insurable Interest. Koppinger v. Implement Dealers Mut. Ins. Co., 122 N.W.2d
134 (N.D. 1963) 41:270 Jan. '65. Reishus v. Implement Dealers Mut. Ins. Co.,
118 N.W.2d 673 (N.D. 1962) 41:270 Jan. '65.
Insurance-Defense of Actions-Duty to Defend Beyond Policy Limits. Com-
mercial Union Ins. Co. v. Adams, 231 F. Supp. 860 (S.D. Ind. 1964) Lee Wall
41:216 Jan. '65.
Insurance-Liability of an Insurer in Excess of the Policy Limits for Bad
Faith or Negligent Settlements. Duane Breitling 40:80 Jan. '64.
Insurance-Suicide or Self-Inflicted Injuries-Unintentional Death of Insane
Insured Determined Suicide. Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. McLaughlin, 380 S.W.2d
101 (Tex. 1964) Carlton J. Hunke 41:372 March '65.
Mysterious Disappearance Clause. Conlin v. Dakota Fire Ins. Co., 126 N.W.2d
421 (N.D. 1964) 41:269 Jan. '65.
Real Party in Interest. Regent Co-op Equity Exch. v. Johnston's Fuel Liners,
122 N.W.2d 151 (N.D. 1963) 41:272 Jan. '65.
Insurance-Policy Payable to Wife-Effect of Property Settlements. Brewer
v. Brewer, 390 S.W.2d 630 (Ark. 1965) Garylle Stewart 42:379 Mar. '66.
Damages-Aggravation, Mitigation, and Reduction of Loss-Recovery of Med-
ical Expenses Under Both Medical Payments and Liability Coverages in Family
Automobile Insurance Policy. Blocker v. Sterling, 251 Md.55, 246 A.2d 226 (1968)
Richard N. Jeffries 45:528 S '69.
Direct Actions Against Insurance Companies. 0. J. Rudser 45:483 S '69.
Insurance-Aviation Exclusion Clause-War as an Intervening Force. Mann
v. Service Life Insurance Co., 284 F. Supp. 139 (E.D. Va. 1968). Robert Keogh
45: 534 S '69.
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The Omnibus Clause and Extension of Coverage by the Court. Richard
McKennett 45:505 S '69.
The Effect of Divorce on Life Insurance Policies. Richard P. Smith 46:417
S '70.
The Life Insurance Law of North Dakota. John A. Zuger 47:233 W '71.
INTEREST RATES
Alternatives to Increasing the Maximum Rate of Interest in North Dakota.
Robert W. Kinsey 45:57 F '68.
INTERNATIONAL LAW
The Significance of the Court of Justice of the European Communities.
Werner Feld 39:35 Jan. '63.
Counterinsurgency and Civil War. Talmadge L. Bartelle 40:254 July '64.
The Role of the Lawyer in International Affairs. Frank J. Barry 40:243 July '64.
A Survey of Criminal Procedure in Spain and Some Comparisons with Criminal
Procedure in the United States. Daniel E. Murray 40:7, 131 Jan., April '64.
Genocide: Israelie Law. Robert Robinson Gales 42:418 May '66.
Legal Constitutional Doctrines on Germany's Post World War II Status.
Ferenc A. Vali 42:20 Nov. '65.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
Commerce-Regulation of Sales as Burden on Interstate Commerce. Pacific
States Cast Iron Pipe Co. v. State Tax Commission, 13 Utah 2d 113, 369 P.2d 123
(1962) Don Cooke 38:601-603 Oct. '62.
INTESTATE SUCCESSION
The Treatment of Some Traditional Problems of Intestate Succession in the
North Dakota Century Code. Charles A. Heckman 45:465 S '69.
INTOXICATING LIQUORS
Dram Shop or Civil Damage Acts-A Hidden Cost of Selling Liquor. Jay
Myster 38:103-114 Jan. '62.
JOINT TORTFEASORS
North Dakota Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act. R. Lee Hamilton 38:586-588
Oct. '62.
Release-Construction and Operation-Joint Tortfeasors. Hasselrode v.
Gnagey, 172 A.2d 764 (Pa. 1961) David E. Nething 38:356-358 April '62.
JUDGES
Appointment as a Means of Initial Accession to Elective State Courts of
Last Resort. James Herndon 38:60-72 Jan. '62.
JUDGMENTS
Judgment-Res Judicata 43:377 W '67.
Conclusiveness of Judgments-Personal Injury-Discretion of the Court. Simon
v. Shick's Inc., 275 Minn. 132, 145 N.W.2d 548 (1966). 44:102 F '67.
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JUDICIAL COUNSELS
Foreign Jurisdictions Cited in Decisions of the Supreme Court of North
Dakota. John H. Crabb 39:189 April '63.
JUDICIAL PROCEDURE
Judicial Procedure, Civil-Provision for Payment of Attorney's Fees-Void
in Security Agreement. 43:398 W '67.
JUDICIARY
Through the Looking Glass or How to Be a Judge in Ten Easy Lessons.
William S. Murray 43:423 Sp. '67.
JURY
Juries-Polling of Jurors 43:378 W '67.
JUVENILE LAW
A Due Process Dilemma-Juries for Juveniles. Ronald K. Carpenter 45:251
W '69.
A Study and Evaluation of the Juvenile Court-Its Procedure 'and Facilities
in North Dakota. ,Hon. Ray R. Briederich 45:183 W '69.
Introduction to Juvenile Law Symposium. Monrad G. Paulsen 45:179 W '69.
Should Children Be as Equal as People? Hon. Lindsay G. Arthur 45:204 W '69.
The Juvenile Court and the Mentally Disordered Juvenile. John A. Donovan
45:222 W '69.
Symposium: Some Theoretical 'and Practical Problems in Formalizing the
Juvenile Court Procedure. 47:287 W '71.
LABOR LAW
Right to Work Laws and Taft-Hartley-Effect Upon the Agency Shop. Benny
A. Graff 39:433 Oct. '63.
Meeting the Need for Labor Arbitrators: A New Approach. Robert G. Meiners
40:154 April '64.
Anti-Trust and Organized Labor: Lessons from the Past and Thoughts for
the Future. James M. Murray 43:279 F '66.
Federal Preemption and State Jurisdiction Over Labor-Management Relations
Problems Under Section 14(c) of the LMRA. John A. Graham 43:518 Sp. '67.
Labor and Fair Employment Practice. Donald Slaiman 43:289 W '67.
Constructive Voluntary Quit Disqualification-A Study in Employment Secur-
ity. Charles ,Liebert Crum 44:309 Sp. '68.
LANDLORD AND TENANT
Landlord and Tenant-Option to Purchase Premises-Action for Damages
Without Tendering Performance. Fullington v. M. Penn Phillips Co., 395 P.2d
124 (Ore. 1964) John Sherman 41:376 March '65.
LEGAL AID
Legal Aid: An Opportunity for the American Bar. E. Clinton Bamberger,
Jr. 42:287 Mar. '66.
A Legal Aid Program for North Dakota. William B. Fisch 42:294 Mar. '66.
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LEGAL HISTORY
Henry Fielding and the Law. F. Y. St. Clair 38:423-439 July '62.
LEGISLATION
North Dakota Legislative Summary: 1965. Edwin M. Odland, Jerome L.
Larson, Robert A. Wheeler 42:210 Jan. '66.
LIABILITY
Products Liability and the Privity Requirement. Philip J. Teigen 39:323
July '63.
LIABILITY INSURANCE
Coverage of Punitive Damages by a Liability Insurance Policy. R. Jon
Fitzner 39:332 July '63.
LIBEL AND SLANDER
Libel and Slander-Exemplary Damages-The Requirement of Actual Dam-
ages. Loftsgaarden v. Reiling, 126 N.W.2d 154 (Minn. 1964) Dale Moench 40:334
July '64.
Recent Developments in the Law of Privilege and Fair Comment. Walter
Jensen, Jr. 42:185 Jan. '66.
LICENSURE
Licensing of Medical Facilities. Bush v. North Dakota Health Council, Dep't
of Health, 128 N.W.2d 866 (N.D. 1964) 41:274 Jan. '65.
Revocation of Driver's License. McDonald v. Ferguson, 129 N.W.2d 348
(N.D. 1964) 41:273 Jan. '65. Morrell v. Hjelle, 128 N.W.2d 728 (N.D. 1964)
41:273 Jan. '65.
LIENS
The North Dakota Mechanic's Lien. Gene C. Grindeland 38:486-498 July '62.
Liens-Mechanics' Liens-Right to and Perfection of Liens. Seyb-Tucker Lum-
ber and Implement Co. v. Hartley, 415 P.2d 217 (Kan. 1966) David L. Peterson
43:121 F '66.
LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS
Limitation of Actions-Ignorance of a Cause of Action-Does Ignorance of a
Cause of Action Toll the Statute of Limitation? Schwartz v. Heyden Newport
Chemical Corp. 12 N.Y.2d 212, 188 N.E.2d 142 (1963) Kenneth R. Norgaard 39:473
Oct. '63.
Effect of Death on the Statute of Limitations: Statutes Dealing with Death
of a Person Liable to an Action. Garylle Stewart 43:542 Sp. '67.
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Epilepsy-Justice Needed. Cameron Kingsley Wehringer 38:563-572 Oct. '62.
MINES AND MINERALS
Oil Spacing. Tenneco Oil Co. v. State Industrial Comm'n. 131 N.W.2d 772
(N.D. 1964) 42:48 Nov. '65.
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MONOPOLY
Historical Public Policy of the United States toward Monopoly. John E.
Schefter 43:17 F '66.
MORTGAGES
Mortgages-Lien Priority-Real Estate Taxes Paid by Mortgagee Preferred
Over a Federal Tax Lien. Fischer v. Hoyer, 121 N.W.2d 788 (N.D. 1963) Mitchell
L. Olson 40:109 Jan. '64.
Foreclosure as Exclusive Statutory Remedy. Loraas v. Connelly, 131 N.W.2d
581 (N.D. 1964) 42:48 Nov. '65.
MOTOR VEHICLES
Automobiles-Assumption of Risk-No Longer a Defense in Wisconsin. McCon-
ville v. State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co., 113 N.W.2d 14 (Wis. 1962) R. Lee Hamil-
ton 38:599-601 Oct. '62.
Automobiles-Family Purpose Doctrine-Limitation on Application in North
Dakota. Michaelsohn v. Smith, 113 N.W.2d 571 (N.D. 1962) David Landberg
38:518-519 July '62.
Automobiles-Unsatisfied Judgment Fund-Amount Received Urder Uninsured
Motorist Clause of Insurance Contract Not Deductible From Amount Owed Under
Unsatisfied Judgment Fund. Pearson v. State Unsatisfied Judgment Fund, 114
N.W.2d 257 (N.D. 1962) Philip J. Teigen 38:520-522 July '62.
Automobiles-Negligence-Strict Liability Against the Sleeping Driver. Thei-
sen v. (Milwaukee Auto. Mut. Ins. Co., 18 Wisc. 2d 91, 118 N.W.2d 140 (1962)
William Jay Johnson 39:241 April '63.
Motor Vehicles-Equipment-Safety Chains and Brakes on Trailers. 43:400
W '67.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
Pre-emption by State Over Penal Ordinances. George R. Lawrence and
Maurice E. Cook 38:509-517 July '62.
Municipal Corporations-Actions-Effect of Liability Insurance on Govern-
ment Immunity. Marshall v. City of Green Bay, 118 N.W.2d 715 (Wis. 1963)
R. Gordon Nesvig 39:358 July '63.
Annexation. City of Fargo v. Annexation Review Comm'n, 123 N.W.2d 281
(N.D. 1963) 41:276 Jian. '65.
Care of Prisoners. Grand Forks County v. City of Grand Forks, 123 N.W.2d
42 (N.D. 1963) 41:276 Jan. '65.
Engineer's Decision Binding on City. City of Granville v. Kovash, Inc., 118
N.W.2d 354 (N.D. 1962) 41:274 Jan. '65.
Engineer Interpreting Contract. Eickhof Constr. Co. v. City of Grafton, 123
N.W.2d 580 (N.D. 1963) 41:275 Jan. '65.
Industrial iDevelopment Act Constitutional. Gripentrog v. City of Wahpeton,
126 N.W.2d 230 (N.D. 1964) 41:277 Jan. '65.
Voters Rejection of Project. Kirkham, Michael and Associates v. City of
Minot, 122 N.W.2d 862 (N.D. 1963) 41:275 Jan. '65.
Water Conservation Districts. Snortland v. Nelson County, 123 N.W.2d 288
(N.D. 1963) 41:276 Jan. '65.
Municipal Corporations-Fluoridation-Exercise of Police Power. 43:391 W '67.
Municipal Corporations-Torts-Liability of City for Injuries to Prisoners
Assaulted by Fellow Prisoners. Parker v. City of Hutchinson, 196 Kan. 148, 410
P.2d 347 (1966) John D. Olsrud 43:118 F '66.
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The Seamless Web: A Critical Analysis of the Municipal Corporations Article
of the North Dakota Constitution and the Proposed Amendment of it in Light
of Other Variants of the Fordham Formulas for Home Rule. Christopher Schwa-
bacher 44:370 Sp. '68.
Municipal Corporations-Annexation-Validity of Corridor or Strip Annexation.
City of Houston v. Houston Endowment, Inc., 528 S.W2d. 706 (Tex. Civ. App. 1968).
Robert P. Brady 45:424 S '69.
Municipal Tort Liability in North Dakota. Robert W. Holte 46:83 F '69.
NEGLIGENCE
Negligence Acts or Omissions-Liability of Building Contractors for Injury
to Third Party After Acceptance by Grantee. H. B. Leigh v. Wadsworth, 361 P.2d
849 (Okla. 1961) Maurice R. Hunke 38:128-131 Jan. '62.
Assumptions of Risk as a Defense for a Negligent Employer. William Jay
Johnson 39:11 Jan. '63.
Automobiles-Negligence-Strict Liability Against the Sleeping Driver. Thei-
sen v. Milwaukee Auto Mut. Ins. Co., 18 Wis. 2d 91, 118 N.W.2d 140 (1962). William
Jay Johnson 39:241 April '63.
Negligence-Damages-Fear for Third Person's Safety. Amaya v. Home Ice,
Fuel and Supply Co., 29 Cal Rptr. 33, 379 P.2d 513 (Cal. 1963). Lynn Garrett
39:467 Oct. '63.
Negligence-Evidence-Admissibility of Prior Accidents to Show Notice or
Knowledge of Damages. Eldorado Club Inc. v. Graff, 377 P.2d 174 (Nev. 1962).
Paul Crary 39:353 July '63.
Negligence-Care as to Trespassers-Liability of Landowner for Mere Pas-
sive Negligence. Gould v. DeBeve, 330 F.2d 826 (D.C. Cir. 1964) Edwin Odland
40:331 July '64.
Assumption of Risk. Larson v. Meyer, 125 N.W.2d 145 (N.D. 1965) 42:48 Nov.
'65.
Contributory Negligence. Spalding v. Loyland, 132 N.W.2d 914 (N.D. 1965)
42:48 Nov. '65.
Negligence-Bailment for Hire. 43:382 W '67.
Negligence-Charitable Immunity Doctrine. 43:380 W '67.
Negligence-Evidence-Rebuttal of Res Ipsa Loquiter. Seely v. Combs, 52
Cal. Rptr. 578, 416 P.2d 801 (1966) Ronald MaTkovits 43:556 Sp. '66.
Negligence-Govermnental Immunity. 43:383 W '67.
Imputed Contributory Negligence-Master Servant Relation-Not a Bar to
Master's Recovery in Automobile Cases. Weber v. Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., 274
Minn. 482, 144 N.W.2d 540 (1966). 44:105 F '67.
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Bill and Notes-Crediting Proceeds-Conditional Credit Not Sufficient for
Value. Peterson v. Modjeska, 125 N.W.2d 751 (Iowa 1964) Harlan Holly 40:329
July '64.
PARENT AND CHILD
Tort-Parent and Child-Child's Right to Sue Parent. Hastings v. Hastings,
163 A.2d 147 (N.J. 1960) William Jay Johnson 38:358-360 April '62.
Parent and Child-Termination of Parental Rights-Necessity of Residence
and Duty to Support. 43:407 W '67.
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PERSONAL PROPERTY
Modem Escheat Statutes Dealing With Unclaimed Intangible Personal Prop-
erty. Edmond Rees 42:441 May '66.
PESTICIDES
Pesticide Use and Liability in North Dakota. Richard J. Gross 47:335 W '71.
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
Physicians and Surgeons-Liability for Unauthorized Treatment. Robert Gust
38:334-343 April '62.
POLICE POWER
Is the North Dakota Statutory Requirement that Pharmacies be Owned
by Registered Pharmacists a Valid Exercise of the Police Power? Howard A.
Olson 39:447 Oct. '63.
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Federal Civil Procedure-Rule 41(b)-Dismissal of a Cause of Action with
Prejudice for Failure to Appear at Pre-Trial Conference. Link v. Wabash R.R.
Co., 291 F.2d 542 (1961) Ronald G. Schmidt 38:123-127 Jan. '62.
Federal Venue of Offense Allegedly "Begun" in One District and "Completed"
in Another. John F. Stone 38:574-585 Oct. '62.
The 1960 State Bar Association of North Dakota Econ~omic Survey. 38:370-
371 April '62.
Pre-Trial Discovery of Liability Insurance Policy Limits. Gerald F. Johansen
39: 107 Jan. '63.
Pre-Trial Procedure. W. C. Lynch 39:176 April 1963.
Reasonable Searches. Paul C. Matthews 39:155 April '63.
PRESS
A Fairness Doctrine for the Press. Glenn Dill 40:317 July '64.
Free Press v. Fair Trial: A Constitutional Impasse? Jerome A. Barren
41:177 Jan. '65.
Free Press v. Fair Trial: The Broadcaster's View. Frant Stanton, 41:7 Nov. '64.
Free Press v. Fair Trial: The Judge's View. Bernard S. Meyer 41:14 Nov. '64.
'Trial by Newspaper' and the Social Sciences. Donald M. Gillmor 41:156
Jan. '65.
Sheppard v. Maxwell: The Sufficiency of Probability. James Heradon 43:1
F'66.
PRISONS
Prison Disciplinary Practices and Procedures: Is Due Process Provided?
Larry Kraft. 47:9 Fall '70.
PROBATE
Inheritance and Succession-Enforcement of California Non-resident Alien
Inheritance Statute-Exclusive Federal Power Over the Regulations of Foreign
Affairs. Tom Allison 46:466 S '70.
SUBJECT INDEX
Probate Practice Under the Uniform Probate Code. Robert L. Stroup 46:289
S '70.
The Uniform Probate Code-A Refreshing Approach to Probate Reform.
Richard N. Jeffries 46:327 S '70.
Uniform ,Probate Code--Abolishing the Distinction Between Real and Personal
Property in Estate Administration. Boyd F. Goldsworthy 46:311 S '70.
Use of Declaratory Judgment Actions in Probate. Shirley A. Webster 46:305
S '70.
PROCEDURE
(See Practice and Procedure)
PRODUCTS' LIABILITY
Products' Liability-Breach of Implied Warranty-Manufacturer's Liability
to Ultimate Consumer. Miller v. Preitz, 221 A.2d 320 (Pa. 1966) Ronald Carpenter
43:560 Sp. '67.
Products' Liability-Strict Products' Liability-Absoluteness of Strict Liability
in Tort. Kroger Co. v. Bowman, 411 S.W.2d 339 (Ky. 1967) 44:112 F '68.
Automobiles-Liability of Manufacturers or Sellers-Automobile Manufactur-
er's Liability for Negligent Design. Schemel v. General Motors Corp., 384 F.2d
802 (7th Cir. 1967). Richard N. Jeffries 45:100 F '68.
PROPERTY
Property-After-Acquired Title. 43:388 W '67.
Title Evidencing in North Dakota. Henry G. Ruemmele 43:467 Sp. '67.
The Wandering Missouri: A Study in Accretion Law. Robert E. Beck 43:429
Sp. '67.
Condominium: The Theory and the North Dakota Practice. J. Philip Johnson
44:345 Sp. '68.
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Public Service Commission-Powers-Penalties for Non-Compliance. 43:401
W '67.
REAL PROPERTY
Intra-Family Land Transfers. James P. White 39:283 July '63.
Boundary Litigation 'and Legislation in North Dakota. Robert E. Beck 41:424
May '65.
Homestead Provisions in North Dakota. Floyd B. Sperry 41:487 May '65.
The North Dakota Marketable Record Title Act. Henry G. Ruemmele 41:475
May '65.
Options. Olson v. Brodell, 128 N.W.2d 169 (N.D. 1964) 41:252 Jan. '65.
Party Walls. Brandhagen v. Burt, 117 N.W.2d 296 (N.D. 1962) 41:277 Jan. '65'.
Recent Publications in the Real Property Area: A Bibliography. Donald
G. Garbrecht 41:530 May '65.
Reservation to a Third Party. Stetson v. Nelson, 118 N.W.2d 685 (N.D. 1962)
41:278 Jan. '65.
Abstract of Title-Duties and Liabilities of Abstracters-Affect of Adjoining
Property. Little Rock Abstract ,Company v. Keaton, 395 S.W.2d 327 (Ark. 1965)
Douglas R. Grell 42:448 (May '66.
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North Dakota Joint Tenancies: Severance by Contract for Deed? John L.
Sherman 42:351 Mar. '66.
The North Dakota Land Trust. Larry A. Bakken and Norlyn E. Schulz
45:77 F '68.
Examining the Abstract of Title. J. Philip Johnson 46:385 S '70.
Odegaard v. Craig: A Comment. Robert E. Beck 46:385 S '70.
Severed Mineral Interests, A Problem Without a Solution? Dwight F. Kalash
46:453 S '70.
Hughes v. Washington: Some Federal Common Law in the Real Property
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